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Reliable attenuation correction represents an essential component of the long chain of modules
required for the reconstruction of artifact-free, quantitative brain positron emission tomography
~PET! images. In this work we demonstrate the proof of principle of segmented magnetic resonance
imaging~MRI!-guided attenuation and scatter corrections in three-dimensional~3D! brain PET. We
have developed a method for attenuation correction based on registered T1-weighted MRI, elimi-
nating the need of an additional transmission~TX! scan. The MR images were realigned to pre-
liminary reconstructions of PET data using an automatic algorithm and then segmented by means of
a fuzzy clustering technique which identifies tissues of significantly different density and compo-
sition. The voxels belonging to different regions were classified into air, skull, brain tissue and nasal
sinuses. These voxels were then assigned theoretical tissue-dependent attenuation coefficients as
reported in the ICRU 44 report followed by Gaussian smoothing and addition of a good statistics
bed image. The MRI-derived attenuation map was then forward projected to generate attenuation
correction factors~ACFs! to be used for correcting the emission~EM! data. The method was
evaluated and validated on 10 patient data where TX and MRI brain images were available.
Qualitative and quantitative assessment of differences between TX-guided and segmented MRI-
guided 3D reconstructions were performed by visual assessment and by estimating parameters of
clinical interest. The results indicated a small but noticeable improvement in image quality as a
consequence of the reduction of noise propagation from TX into EM data. Considering the diffi-
culties associated with preinjection TX-based attenuation correction and the limitations of current
calculated attenuation correction, MRI-based attenuation correction in 3D brain PET would likely
be the method of choice for the foreseeable future as a second best approach in a busy nuclear
medicine center and could be applied to other functional brain imaging modalities such as SPECT.
© 2003 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1569270#
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I. INTRODUCTION

To improve the capability of positron emission tomograp
~PET! for investigating the living human brain with regard
blood flow, metabolism and receptor characteristics for sm
structures, both the spatial resolution and quantitative ac
racy have to be improved compared to what the commer
scanners’ hardware and software can provide at the pre
time. To reach these research goals, many attempts are b
made by different scanner manufacturers and rese
groups to design new next generation high-resolution
PET tomographs with depth of interaction informatio
capabilities.1,2 On the other hand, despite the worthwhile r
search performed in the area of quantification, the deve
ment of improved models for accurate attenuation, sca
and partial volume effect corrections dedicated to functio
brain imaging is still an open question which requires furth
research and development efforts.3

Reliable attenuation correction methods for quantitat
3D PET require accurate delineation of both the head c
tour and spatial distribution of attenuation coefficients.
this end, different approaches to determine the attenua
map have been described in the literature.4 Basically, two
broad classes of methods have emerged: calculated~trans-
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missionless! approaches and transmission-based approac
The later represents actually the gold standard particularl
research studies where there is greater emphasis on acc
quantitative procedures. Among the first class of metho
the manual fit-ellipse method has found success in clin
routine for simplicity reasons. Automated contour detect
methods allow for a certain thickness of higher attenuat
material to be added to the calculation to account for
skull.5–8 A more sophisticated method computes a thr
component attenuation map for brain PET imaging.9 The
technique generates an estimated skull image by filte
backprojection of the reciprocal of an emission sinogra
The thickness and radius of the skull is estimated from p
files extracted from the image. The resulting thickness a
radius values are then used to generate a model of the b
skull, and scalp. Appropriately scaled linear attenuation
efficients are then assigned to estimate the attenuation
for the head. Stodilkaet al.10 developed a method o
inferring-attenuation distributions by deformably registeri
the brain component of a digital head atlas11 to SPECT im-
ages. More recently, a new approach to derive 3D patie
specific head contour dedicated to functional brain imag
using an optical tracking system has been described.12 Based
937…Õ937Õ12Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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on this contour, a previously acquired reference attenua
map is transformed to match the contour of the refere
head with the target head using the thin plate spline te
nique. A practical advantage of the optical tracking system
that it can also be utilized for motion correction.

While preinjection transmission scanning in PET is us
clinically in many centers, it is of questionable value f
patients with neurodegenerative disease due to misregi
tion errors between emission~EM! and transmission~TX!
scanning resulting from patient mispositioning and proble
associated with patient motion. The advent of multimoda
imaging systems has revolutionized the practice of nuc
medicine. One of the major advantages of combined PET
systems is that PET data are intrinsically aligned to anato
cal information from the x-ray CT without the use of extern
markers or internal landmarks. Quantification is also i
proved by using the low noise CT transmission informat
during the correction of the PET data for self-attenuation a
for contamination from scattered photons.13 On the other
hand, combining PET with magnetic resonance imag
~MRI! technology is scientifically more challenging owing
the strong magnetic fields. Nevertheless, significant prog
has been made resulting in the design of a prototype s
animal PET scanner with lutetium oxyorthosilicate~LSO!
detector blocks of 3.8 cm ring diameter coupled to th
multichannel photomultipliers via optical fibers14 so that the
PET detector can be operated within a conventional MR s
tem. The authors reported no appreciable artifacts cause
the scintillators in the MR images. A second larger~11.2 cm!
prototype is being developed for simultaneous PET/MR
aging of mice and rats at different magnetic field strength15

While the advantages of combined PET/CT could in pr
ciple be replicated by combined PET/MRI, the usefulness
MRI for attenuation correction in radionuclide imaging is n
yet established.16 This paper aims to investigate the feasib
ity of using segmented MRI for attenuation correction
brain PET. Since MR images are generally available for
tients undergoing cerebral PET scanning, we have develo
a method using segmented MR images to generate a pa
specific attenuation map.17 The validity of the approach wa
tested on 10 patients admitted for evaluation of surgical
lief of their epilepsy.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Algorithm description

The algorithm used for attenuation and scatter correcti
combines data obtained from MRI and PET to generat
patient-specific attenuation map. Figure 1 shows a flow c
of the general principles of the method. The basic steps
lowed when applying the method consist of the following

~1! Acquire brain PET and T1-weighted MRI data for ea
patient.

~2! Preliminary 3D PET reconstruction after scatter and u
form fit-ellipse based calculated attenuation correctio

~3! Extraction of brain tissues from MR images by removi
skull and scalp~extracranial! tissues.

~4! Registration of MRI to PET images.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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~5! Record spatial transformation matrix for brain MRI.
~6! Apply same spatial transformation to original MR im

ages.
~7! Segment the MR images to five regions: air, brain tiss

skull, nasal sinuses, and scalp.
~8! Merge the brain and scalp tissues~since they have the

same attenuation properties!.
~9! Assignment of attenuation coefficients to the four r

gions followed by Gaussian smoothing that appro
mates the resolution of the PET scanner~6 mm full
width at half-maximum!.

~10! Addition of a good statistics bed image after adju
ments to account for different bed elevations.

~11! Segmented MRI attenuation map-guided scatter cor
tion using the single-scatter simulation~SSS! technique.

~12! Forward project the attenuation map to generate AC
by taking the inverse natural logarithm.

~13! Nonuniform attenuation correction using the segmen
MRI-based attenuation map.

~14! 3D brain PET reconstruction using the 3DRP alg
rithm.

The total data processing time for the whole proced
required to generate the MRI-guided attenuation map w
less than 10 min on a Sun SPARC station 60, which is co
parable to the time required to delineate manually the el
tical ROIs when using calculated attenuation correction. T
whole process is illustrated in Fig. 2. The extracranial tiss
were removed from MR images prior to applying the core
istration algorithm using an automated extraction techniq
The preliminary 3D PET reconstruction includes mod
based scatter correction and calculated attenuation com
sation since this has been shown to improve registra
accuracy.10 MRI–PET image registration was carried out u
ing the Automated Image Registration~AIR 3.03! software
package, a general linear intermodality and intramoda
~within or across subjects, 2D or 3D! image registration
tool.18 After applying the recorded spatial transformation, t
original MR images are segmented using a Fuzzy C-Me
~FCM! algorithm.19 This fuzzy clustering segmentation algo
rithm is unsupervised, adaptive and allows the classifica
of brain tissues into main components in terms of soft tis
contrast. FCM has been successfully used in the soft or fu
segmentation of MR images, as well as for the estimation
partial volumes.20 The algorithm clusters the image by com
puting a measure of membership~fuzzy membership! at each
voxel for a specified number of classes. The fuzzy memb
ship function, constrained to be between zero and one,
flects the degree of similarity between the data value at
location and the prototypical data value or centroid of
class. Thus, a high membership value near unity signi
that the data value at that location is close to the centroid
that particular class. Every voxel is then assigned to the c
ter center for which it has the maximum membership degr
The algorithm has been largely tested on different data s
acquired under various protocols.17,21 Our experiments were
valuable to optimize the initial number of clusters. This ov
estimation of the actual regions present in the image gre
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FIG. 1. Flow-chart of the algorithm
summarizing the different steps
needed to generate an attenuation m
from segmented MR images and ap
plication of the attenuation and scatte
correction procedures to PET data
Scatter correction is performed using
fast implementation of the single
scatter simulation~SSS! technique and
3D reconstruction carried out using
the reprojection~3DRP! algorithm.
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simplifies the merging process ending up with four cluste
A contour detection algorithm is used to identify the exter
boundary of the head. This gives back a binary image, wh
the brain tissues have one label and the background and
sal sinuses share another one. In the final step, the n
sinuses are identified using a labeling technique as outl
in Boudraaet al.,22 taking advantage of the fact that voxe
belonging to the nasal sinuses are totally surrounded by
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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head contour. A fast and efficient algorithm for image vo
ume scanning and edge filling that avoids testing the con
tion on each voxel is used.21 The scalp and brain tissues a
considered as a single class since they have similar atte
tion properties.9 It is worth emphasizing that the difficultie
associated with automatic segmentation of the skull on
T1-weighted spin–echo images using the FCM algorithm
to some manual intervention of the operator. This consist
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FIG. 2. Illustration of MRI–PET image registration and fusion using the AIR algorithm as well as brain T1-weighted MR image segmentation proc
construction of the MRI-guided attenuation map.~A! Original MR images.~B! Brain tissues extracted from the MR images shown in~A! obtained by
removing the skull and other extracranial tissues.~C! The preliminary PET images reconstructed with calculated uniform attenuation and scatter corre
~fit-ellipse contour delineation of the head with constantm50.096 cm21). ~D! Result of fusion between MRI and PET image data after coregistration
application of the spatial transformation to original MR images.~E! Segmented brain followed by edge filling giving back a binary image, where brain tis
have one label and the background and nasal sinuses share another one.~F! Addition of the segmented skull and scalp to~E!. ~G! Final segmented MRI-guided
attenuation map after applying a Gaussian filter and adding up the bed image.
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filling the complexly shaped skull base using a morpholo
cal ‘‘closing’’ operation to make it more uniform.

A good statistics transmission bed scan was acquired
the images reconstructed using a two-dimensional filte
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
-
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backprojection algorithm similar to the protocol used for p
tient transmission scans reconstruction in clinical routi
This low noise image of the bed is added up to the fi
segmented MRI-guided attenuation map. The program re
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TABLE I. Summary of linear attenuation coefficients~in cm21! reported in the literature for different tissues of the head used for attenuation corre
purposes in both SPECT~140 keV! and PET~511 keV!. The assumptions made regarding the skull thickness are also shown.

Linear attenuation coefficient~cm21!

Brain tissue Skull Nasal sinuses Skull thickness~mm! References

SPECT~140 keV! 0.15 0.25 0.075 psa 10
0.153 0.251 0.0942 nab 25

PET ~511 keV! 0.096 0.151 na 4.5 5
0.094 0.171 na 8 6
0.088 0.157 na 6% of the outer contour 7
0.095 0.151 na 5 8
0.099 0.136 na ps 9
0.0993 0.143 0.0536 ps This work

aPatient specific.
bNot applicable.
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from the header files of both images the vertical position
the bed and makes appropriate adjustments to account fo
different bed elevations between the bed scan and the clin
brain scan.

B. Assignment of attenuation coefficients

The MRI data sets were segmented using the FCM a
rithm into four different regions representing the brain tiss
skull, air and nasal sinuses. The densityr~g/cm3! was set to
1.04 for brain tissue,23 1.6 for the cranium,24 and an average
of 0.6 was assigned to nasal sinuses.25 This latter value was
confirmed by region-of-interest~ROI! analysis of x-ray CT
patient data. The mass attenuation coefficients for these
sues were calculated for an energy of 511 keV by mean
the XCOM photon cross-section library26 using human tissue
composition data from ICRU 44 report.23 The linear attenu-
ation coefficients are then obtained by multiplying the m
attenuation coefficients by the density of the correspond
tissue. This corresponds to 0.0993, 0.143, and 0.0536 c21

for brain tissue, skull and nasal sinuses, respectively. Atte
ation in air cavities was neglected. The boundaries are t
made more natural by applying a 535 Gaussian filter. Table
I summarizes linear attenuation coefficients reported in
literature for energies of interest in nuclear medicine imag
~SPECT and PET! and different attenuating tissues encou
tered in cerebral scanning. The assumptions made regar
the skull thickness are also shown. It is worth emphasiz
that data related to SPECT imaging were limited to ref
ences considering the nasal sinuses.

C. Patient data acquisition

1. PET imaging

The developed attenuation correction algorithm w
tested on clinical data sets obtained on the whole body
only ECAT ART tomograph~CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN,
USA!. This is a continuously rotating commercial partia
ring cylindrical positron tomograph upgraded to use co
mated single-photon point sources of137Cs to produce high
quality transmission data as consequence of higher c
rates resulting from the decreased detector dead time
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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improved object penetration in comparison to conventio
positron-emitting transmission sources.27 The reconstructed
images consist of 47 slices with 1283128 resolution~voxel
size53.433.433.4 mm3!.

Clinical brain PET scans of 10 patients referred to t
Nuclear Medicine Division of Geneva University Hospit
for detection of epileptic foci with seizures usin
@18F#-Fluorodeoxyglucose~FDG! were selected from the da
tabase and used for clinical evaluation of the developed
tenuation correction method. A preinjection TX measurem
~10 min! was performed for attenuation correction purpos
as used in clinical routine and served as gold standard
evaluate the developed method. The TX data are normal
to a slab phantom scan and corrected for scatter and c
section variation using a log-linear transformation of the
tenuation factors.27 The emission study~25 min! started 30
min after intravenous injection of approximately 222 MBq
@18F#-FDG.

2. MR imaging
We defined the anatomy of each patient using hig

resolution 3D T1-weighted volumetric MR scanning pe
formed with a 1.5-Tesla Eclipse scanner~Philips Medical
Systems, Best, The Netherlands!. Transaxial and coronal 3D
T1-weighted images were acquired with a 1 mmslice thick-
ness and no slice gap. The parameters were as follo
TR515 ms, TE54.4 ms, TI5300 ms, flip angle525 degrees,
matrix525632563160. The MR images had a transaxi
resolution of 0.97 mm and an axial resolution of 1.1 mm
a field-of-view corresponding to 2503250 mm.

D. Attenuation and scatter corrections and image
reconstruction

Scatter correction was performed using a model-ba
scatter correction algorithm which combines both the em
sion scan and attenuation map together with the physic
Compton scattering to estimate the scatter distribution.28 A
new numerical implementation of the single-scatter simu
tion ~SSS! algorithm, which is faster than the previou
implementation, currently requiring less than 30 s execut
time per bed position for an adult thorax was used in t
work.29 This new implementation partially takes into accou
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FIG. 3. Transverse slices of the anatomically standardized stereotactic template for automated VOI quantification. The 20 VOIs defined for the qive
evaluation of the MRI-guided attenuation and scatter corrections are overlaid on the template.
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multiple scatter and elegantly solves the normalization pr
lem. In the previous implementation, multiple scatter w
compensated by the sinogram scaling. However there ma
substantial compensation for multiple scatter even in the
sence of scaling when the scatter contribution is compu
from an uncorrected estimated image. This hypothesis
plies that the total scatter contribution can be estimated
applying the single scatter operator to the uncorrected im
which is the basis of the new algorithm.

Briefly the processing of the data sets involved the f
lowing steps: the emission sinogram, TX-based attenua
correction matrix and normalization scan together with
T1-weighted MR brain images were obtained for all da
sets. The MR images were thus processed and segme
using the FCM technique as described in Secs. II A and I
The MRI-guided attenuation correction matrix is then calc
lated by forward projection at appropriate angles of the
sulting attenuation map. The generated ACFs map was
used to correct the emission data. Therefore, the segme
MRI-guided attenuation map served for both scatter and
tenuation correction purposes. Both data sets were re
structed using the reprojection algorithm~3DRP!30 with a
maximum acceptance angle corresponding to 17 rings a
span of 7. The default parameters used in clinical rout
were applied~Ramp filter, cutoff frequency 0.35 cycles
pixel!.

E. Model validation

Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of differences b
tween images processed using both TX- and segme
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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MRI-guided protocols were performed by visual assessm
performed by expert physicians and by estimating para
eters of clinical interest including regional cerebral gluco
metabolism~rCGM!. Transaxial and coronal slices of bot
data sets were displayed on the computer screen without
identification beside a code not known by the two observ
involved in the evaluation. Each observer had to attrib
blindly a quality index scaling. Agreement between obse
ers was absolute to identify MRI-guided attenuation corr
tion method as the one providing the best visual image q
ity. Powerful receiver operating characteristic~ROC!-based
analysis of clinical data was not considered in this work a
remains to be investigated. The images reconstructed u
both processing protocols were realigned to an anatomic
standardized stereotactic template using the AIR 3.3 softw
with a nine-parameter rigid body transformation for au
mated volume-of-interest~VOI! quantification. Twenty VOIs
were defined on different slices of the MRI template by
experienced neuropsychologist and superimposed on
study resulting in a total of 200 VOIs for the 10 patien
studied. These are shown overlaid on the MRI template~Fig.
3!. The co-registered PET images are then used for quan
tive analysis using the defined VOIs.

The correlation between mean rCGM estimates obtai
when using the two attenuation correction methods w
checked on a VOI by VOI basis and using pooled VOI ana
sis. The means, standard errors and standard deviation
rCGM from PET images reconstructed using both protoc
were compared. Statistical analysis was performed VOI
VOI using repeated ANOVA to assess the significance of
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differences between mean rCGM estimates in patient stu
when using the segmented MRI-guided as compared to
transmission-guided reconstructions~significant P value
,0.05!. It is worth emphasizing that failure to prove stati
tically significant differences is not sufficient to confirm th
the results are statistically identical.

III. RESULTS

A. Qualitative assessment

Typical patient brain attenuation maps and correspond
PET images acquired with the ECAT ART camera and rec
structed with measured transmission as well as MRI-gui
attenuation and scatter corrections are shown in Fig. 4. B
correction methods improve the quality of the images a
allow a better definition of brain structures and better ove
contrast between gray and white matter compared to the
where no correction is applied; however, the images app
noisier when using transmission-guided attenuation cor
tion. In our nuclear medicine clinic, measured transmissi
based attenuation correction is applied routinely but the p
sicians preferred the images obtained with the segme
MRI-guided attenuation correction and judged image qua
to be much superior. It should be noted that the long acq
sition time during TX scanning allowed to drastically im
prove the signal-to-noise ratio and reduce noise propaga
from TX to EM scanning. Horizontal profiles drawn throug
the thalamus of the slices shown in Fig. 4 are illustrated
Fig. 5. Note the good agreement between measured
guided and segmented MRI-guided reconstructions cau
only small differences between the two distributions. T
difference of the profiles is also shown on the same plot. T
difference appears more significant on the left side of
profile. This can be explained by the rotational~azimuthal

FIG. 4. Comparison of attenuation maps and PET image slices of a pa
study reconstructed using the two different processing protocols.~A! PET
image reconstructed using transmission-guided attenuation and scatte
rections.~B! PET image reconstructed using segmented MRI-guided atte
ation and scatter corrections.~C! Measured transmission-based attenuat
map.~D! MRI-guided attenuation map.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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angle! misregistration between the emission and transm
sion images. Note also the better registration between M
guided attenuation map and emission image.

B. Quantitative analysis

Figure 6 illustrates the means, standard errors as we
standard deviations resulting from the quantitative analy
for both reconstruction methods in each of the 20 VO
averaged across the 10 patients studied. The mean abs
difference for all VOIs across the whole population w
2.4%. Correlation for all VOIs and all patients was found
be high. Figure 7 shows a linear regression plot illustrat
correlation between the two attenuation and scatter cor
tion algorithms. The line connecting the data points rep
sents the result of a linear regression analysis. There is a
good correlation (R250.91) between the segmented MR
and measured transmission-guided attenuation and sc
correction techniques and the regression line agreed
with the line of identity~slope50.91!. The dispersion of data
points is insignificant and the general trend as shown by
regression line is that the coefficients of variations are si
lar. However, segmented MRI-guided attenuation and sca
corrections lead to higher overall estimates than measu
attenuation and scatter corrections. This would appear to
sult from a difference in the measured~TX! and assigned
~MRI! m values in both methods and thus the attenuat
correction factors applied. According to these data, the th
retical attenuation coefficients appear to be higher ove
than estimates obtained from measured data. Moreover,
analysis suggests that the intercept in the regression lin
significantly different from zero.

The statistical comparison between rCGM estimates w
using the two different attenuation and scatter correct
techniques is summarized in Table II. The percent diff
ences between the correction techniques are minor but st
tically significant for some regions whereas no proof of s
tistically significant differences could be verified for th
other regions. The right and left thalamus as well as ri
cerebellum and pons regions showed the highest differen
and highest probability of a true difference~‘‘the two distri-
butions are not the same’’!. Figure 8 shows the relative dif

nt

or-
u-

FIG. 5. Comparison of horizontal profiles between images reconstru
using transmission-~solid line! and segmented MRI-guided~shaded line!
attenuation and scatter corrections. The difference of the profiles is
shown on the same plot.
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FIG. 6. rCGM estimates are shown fo
the 20 VOIs. Means, standard errors a
well as standard deviations are calcu
lated across the 10 patients studie
Quantification was performed afte
applying attenuation and scatter co
rections guided by measured tran
mission ~a! and segmented MRI~b!.
On average, reconstructions guide
by segmented MRI tend to overest
mate rCGM; an overestimation which
proved to be statistically significant in
nine regions.
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ference between absolute rCGM estimates for clinical br
3D reconstructions using attenuation and scatter correct
guided by measured transmission and 3D reconstruct
guided by segmented MRI. The relative difference is defin
as

Percent difference

5
VOI~Segmented MRI!2VOI~Measured TX!

VOI~Measured TX!
3100%.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The quantitative potential of PET imaging relies on acc
rate procedures for performing attenuation4 and scatter31 cor-
rections. Various approximate methods have been propo
to solve the problem of photon attenuation in cerebral P
imaging.5–9 In our department, when a transmission scan
not available or could not be acquired because of lack
camera time, we use calculated attenuation correc
method, which involves user interaction to draw an ellip
approximating the contour of the head on each image o
preliminary two-dimensional reconstruction without attenu
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FIG. 7. Correlation plots between clinical 3D brai
scans reconstructed using attenuation and scatter
rections guided by measured transmission~abscissa!
and 3D reconstructions guided by segmented MRI~or-
dinate!. Two hundred data points representing me
values of the 20 VOIs resulting from the analysis of th
10 patients are shown together with best fit equatio
and correlation coefficients.
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for
tion correction. Three major drawbacks of this method a
~i! it is time consuming requiring two reconstructions p
data set;~ii ! it is labor intensive and error prone since t
user subjectively defines the ellipse size and location
better fits the head contour; and more importantly~iii ! non-
uniformities within the head~e.g., skull and nasal sinuse!
are not specifically modeled.

The use of transmission-based nonuniform attenua
correction can supply more accurate absolute quantifica
as compared to calculated attenuation correction and th
fore constitutes the gold standard in cerebral 3D PET im
ing. However, the necessity of acquiring an additional tra
mission scan is a restrictive factor for patient throughp
While keeping the total acquisition time constant, simul
neous EM/TX scanning suffers from cross-contaminat
problems. More importantly, elimination of the TX scan r
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sults in reduction in overall radiation absorbed dose, a s
nificant issue when dealing with human volunteers part
pating in research protocols. A rough estimation of t
effective dose equivalent resulting from the additional T
scan led to approximately 63mSv.32 Therefore, a dramatic
simplification of PET scanners’ design and acquisition p
tocols could be made if the attenuation map could be
tained without the use of a transmission scan considering
associated design complexity and increased cost in add
to the complicated logistics in clinical routine manageme
Much worthwhile research and development efforts are
voted to the area of transmissionless attenuation correc
As consequence, a wide array of approaches have been
scribed in the literature; each has its merits and drawba
Promising approaches belonging to this class of methods
on sophisticated algorithms based on statistical modeling
mates
guided
TABLE II. Summary of statistical assessment using repeated ANOVA analysis for comparing rCGM esti
obtained from clinical brain PET reconstructions guided by measured transmission with reconstructions
by segmented MRI.

Volume of interest
ANOVA

significance
Paired sample

correlation
Paired sample
significance

Left frontal lobe~LFL! 0.502 0.644 0.045
Right frontal lobe~RFL! 0.191 0.997 ,0.001
Left parietal lobe~LPL! 0.413 0.999 ,0.001
Right parietal lobe~RPL! 0.323 0.992 ,0.001
Left temporal lobe~LTL ! 0.154 0.961 ,0.001
Right temporal lobe~RTL! 0.488 0.898 ,0.001
Left occipital lobe~LOL! 0.008 0.848 0.002
Right occipital lobe~ROL! 0.517 0.765 0.010
Left cerebellum~LC! 0.020 0.892 0.001
Right cerebellum~RC! 0.007 0.826 0.003
Cingulate gyrus~CG! 0.222 0.549 0.101
Pons~P! 0.001a 0.817 0.004
Left thalamus~LT! 0.002a 0.875 0.001
Right thalamus~RT! ,0.001a 0.977 ,0.001
Left putamen~LP!, 0.190 0.835 0.003
Right putamen~RP! 0.037 0.815 0.004
Left hippocampus~LH! 0.454 0.869 0.001
Right hippocampus~RH! 0.092 0.669 0.034
Left head of caudate nucleus~LHCN! 0.053 0.881 0.001
Right head of caudate nucleus~RHCN! 0.009 0.990 ,0.001

aRight and left thalamus as well as pons regions showed highest probability of a true difference.
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FIG. 8. Relative difference between
absolute rCGM estimates for clinica
brain 3D reconstructions using attenu
ation and scatter corrections guided b
measured transmission and 3D reco
structions guided by segmented MRI
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simultaneous estimation of attenuation and emission di
butions or alternatively consistency conditions criteria. In
former case, the problem is formulated as an optimizat
task where the objective function is a combination of t
likelihood and ana priori probability.33 The latter uses a
Gibbs prior distribution to encourage local smoothness an
multimodal distribution for the attenuation coefficients.
spite of limited success, methods of simultaneous reconst
tion often cause artifacts in the form of cross-talk betwe
the activity image and the attenuation map. Quite differ
results could be obtained if the attenuation map would
reconstructed without finding the activity image.

A more general technique was introduced by Nattere34

who applied continuous consistency conditions for the ra
of the attenuated Radon transform to derive the attenua
map from emission data. Encouraging results were obta
enabling at least to find the uniform elliptical attenuati
distribution, which is most consistent with the measured p
jections. Bronnikov35 strengthened the paradigm of the co
sistency conditions by setting them in the framework o
discrete representation of the problem. Such an approach
sures a natural regularization of the problem, allowing one
use the well-known method of Tikhonov regularizatio
Moreover, one of the main advantages of this method o
previously used continuous conditions is that it can easily
applied in various scanning configurations, including fu
3D data acquisition protocols. This method has a stable
merical implementation, allowing to avoid the crosstalk b
tween the attenuation map and the source distribution. N
ertheless, the algorithms’ evaluation was limited to simula
and/or experimental phantom studies. Consequently, the
still a lack of confidence in their applicability in a clinica
setting.

A different approach to the problem was considered
this paper to compute the attenuation map without transm
sion measurements taking advantage of the availability
ease of access through the hospital picture archiving
communications system of the T1-weighted MR images
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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patients undergoing brain PET studies. One of the major
vantages of our approach compared to the conventio
transmission-based method is that in this latter case, the
poor contrast in attenuation coefficients between bone
soft tissue at 511 keV for short transmission scans. Notw
standing, MRI is good at looking at the nonbony parts
‘‘soft tissues’’ of the head~brain, spinal cord and nerves!,
whereas x-ray CT is better at looking at the bones.
equivalent method substituting the patient-specific MR i
ages with a coregistered digitized head atlas derived fr
high-resolution MRI-based voxel head model11 called
inferring-attenuation distributions has been proposed
brain SPECT10 and extended later for brain PET imaging.36

As recognized by the authors, a major difficulty lies
matching patient-specific anatomy with the brain atlas a
the lack of precise anatomic details in certain regions.
example of an anomaly associated with the Zubal-based
tomic atlas11 is the nasal sinus, which is substantially larg
than usual and therefore misrepresentative of the pat
population.10,25 More elaborate voxel-based phantoms mig
help overcoming this difficulty though the sinus cavities a
the most dissimilar structures in the anatomy of the he
among a given population.

The proposed attenuation and scatter correction sch
involves many processing steps and requires acquisitio
an MRI scan to define the anatomical size and tissue c
position of the different structures contained within the he
These additional steps are costly in expense and time,
may introduce further errors. For instance, co-registration
tween PET and MRI images has an accuracy limit of le
than 2 mm,18 which in our opinion is better that uncertaintie
associated to misregistration between emission and prein
tion TX images~see angular misregistration between tran
mission and emission images in Fig. 4!. A major difficulty in
the segmentation of MR images is the intensity inhomoge
ity artifact, which causes a shading effect to appear over
image. This artifact can significantly degrade the perf
mance of methods which assume that the intensity value
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tissue class is constant over the image. Because FCM
not place any contextual constraints on the members
functions it can be sensitive to excessive noise and o
artifacts, such as intensity inhomogeneities. In agreem
with current literature, we found that for spin–echo acqu
tions, the inhomogeneity was nearly identical for differe
pulse echo times~TE!.

It is recognized that our method was validated using li
ited clinical data. It would be interesting to evaluate the d
veloped attenuation correction method using a fully tiss
equivalent anthropomorphic head phantom like the o
manufactured by RSD~Radiology Support Devices, Lon
Beach, CA!. A known limitation of the method is that th
thermoplastic mask used for reproducible patient reposit
ing between preinjection TX and EM scanning and he
holder were not explicitly modeled. No attempt was made
correct intensity inhomogeneities typically caused by n
uniformities in the RF field during MRI acquisition, in add
tion to many other effects. As mentioned previously, the d
ficulties associated with automatic segmentation of the s
on the T1-weighted images using the FCM algorithm led
some manual intervention of the operator. Multispectral M
data acquisition with varying contrast characteristics incl
ing spin–echo T2-weighted and proton spin density~PD!-
weighted provides additional information for distinguishin
between different tissues and could be an appealing appr
to solve this problem.

While accurate attenuation correction has been the
mary objective for determining the attenuation map in PE
there are many other potential applications especially whe
is derived from high-resolution anatomical images. Typi
applications include partial-volume correction and image
sion of anatomical and functional data to facilitate VOI d
lineation for quantitative analysis as well as anatomica
guided image reconstruction.4 More elaborated algorithm
integrating all physical degradation phenomena~attenuation,
scatter, partial-volume effect, etc.! into a unified statistical
reconstruction algorithm combining anatomical MRI a
functional PET data remains to be explored.

V. CONCLUSION

The segmented MRI-based approach is suitable for c
cal routine application in 3D brain PET imaging where t
MR data are usually available. The results indicated a c
improvement in image quality as a consequence of the
duction of noise propagation from transmission into emiss
data. The elimination of the transmission scan allows to
duce misalignment errors due to patient motion when usin
preinjection TX scanning protocol, reduce patient absor
dose and shorten the total acquisition time resulting in m
comfort to patients~especially those with neurodegenerati
disease! and a substantial increase in patient throughp
Considering the difficulties associated with transmissi
based attenuation correction and the limitations of curr
calculated attenuation correction, MRI-based attenuation
rection in 3D brain PET would likely be the method
choice for the foreseeable future as a second best approa
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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a busy nuclear medicine center and could be applied to o
functional imaging modalities such as SPECT.
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